Petition: These petitions can be collected before, during or after your Relay For Life event. Encourage volunteers to include their contact information so it can be delivered to their member of congress and make a difference in our efforts to support cancer research funding. **25 petitions per pack.**

Lapel Sticker: Give this sticker to new members so they can share with others that they are letting their voice be heard by joining ACS CAN! **100 stickers per roll.**

Membership Recruitment form: Bring this one page form to Relay For Life meetings/trainings/events to recruit Relayers to join ACS CAN. These are perforated and easy to use. **50 sheets per pad.**

**Interactive Activity**: This 6 foot banner fits perfectly on a table at Relay events, team meetings, or kickoffs. Ask participants to picture a cure by writing the name of a loved one in the blank frames. Hang the banner at your event to show your community’s support for cancer research funding. You can also organize a delivery to lawmakers offices and share the banner as an oversized petition. **Packaged individually but can be shared between events.**

Premium Membership Item: This collectors pin is available when you join ACS CAN at the premium ($20) level through Relay For Life. **This is a hard dollar item that is packed individually. New this year—order limits (details soon)**
ACS CAN Lead Handbook: This book has everything our ACS CAN Chairs will need to implement ACS CAN priority activities through their Relay For Life event. **Order one guidebook per event.** It can also be viewed online at acscan.org/relay. Available October /November 2016.

ACS CAN Café Station Signs: At Relay events participants will have the opportunity to join ACS CAN, sign the petition, and Picture A Cure. Share these signs between events to mark those activity areas. **Limited and must be shared or reused from 2016**

ACS CAN Café Sign: Let Relay participants know that they can take many actions by being a part of the ACS CAN Café. This chalkboard Café sign details all of the actions possible to support cancer research funding in the 2016 ACS CAN Café. **Limited and must be shared or reused from 2016**

Picture a Cure: Decorate these picture frames and take a selfie. Share through the ACS CAN app tagging lawmakers to help make an impact on cancer research funding. Take more photos using our three new photo signs. Frame your face and snap a selfie or group pic. Share these between events.

**50 frames per pack / 3 frame set is limited and must be shared**